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A Blurring of Boundaries: 

Watercolor as Medium, Materiality, and Metamorphosis 

© Ruth Li 

A wash of color, a mingling of forms, a blurring of boundaries: I glance at my 

watercolor, its pigments coalescing into nascent visions, luminous constellations. 

As a spring spent in confinement slid into a strange summer, I sign up for an online 

watercolor class offered by the local art center. On Zoom, the teacher sets up two cameras, 

one displaying her artwork and watercolor palette, the other illuminating her face as she 

instructs us in the process of painting watercolors. I peer into the first display. With the 

partially-squeezed tubes of paint, ballpoint pens, watercolor paper, and colorful 

photographs strewn about, the image itself looks like a painting—a still life wrested from 

mundane elements, immortalized by a screen. 

Theory 

I am eager to begin painting, but our teacher first introduces us to color theory—

purity, saturation, intensity, tint, tone, shade—conceptions that blur together in the 

untaught mind. These terms, as we learn, hold distinct definitions. Theory precedes practice, 

I think, as I patiently take notes in my watercolor pad. As I listen to the lecture on color 

theory, my mind begins wandering into a theory of art itself. In glancing at images of the 
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words that our teacher scrawls into a notebook, I am reminded of Walter Benjamin’s 

(1936) conception of the aura of an artwork: “its presence in time and space, its unique 

existence at the place where it happens to be” (p. 218). Benjamin theorizes that in the age 

of mechanical reproduction, works of art have lost their aura, their uniqueness in time and 

space. In the Benjaminian sense of an aura, taking a watercolor class online is perhaps a 

paradoxical phenomenon: in inhabiting a virtual realm, we become yet more distanced 

from the presence of art than in the mechanical age. We encounter the pixelated 

representation of a mechanically reproduced photograph, the image of our teacher painting 

an image. It thus seems paradoxical that we would take a watercolor class online as I 

imagine watercolor painting to be an intimate encounter with a fluid, mutable, amorphous 

medium. I wonder: can a screen capture the idiosyncrasy of a brushstroke; the chromatic 

coalescence of paint; the situated, embodied materiality of an artistic medium? In peering 

through a screen, we find dimensions flattened, edges muted, and smudges elided by the 

camera. The objects of art—paint, paper, palettes, photographs—are recast as 

representations of physical presences. In gazing into virtual space, we encounter some 

semblance of the real, as art becomes a simulacrum of itself, an image of an image pixelated 

and translated through the screen.  

Yet where aura might be lost—as texture, hue, sound, and light become distorted, 

flattened, magnified, or amplified—a sense of possibility is gained as objects are plucked 

from their contexts, realities colliding into one another to form unexpected configurations. 

Mirrors upon mirrors, echoes upon echoes: imbued with further layers of mediation, of 

abstraction, our experiences become enriched with dimensionality. As our individual 

screens, composed of colorful collections of paint and paper, coalesce into each other and 
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form a larger “palette,” we ourselves become images of art, collected thus into galleries of 

infinite images upon images. Even in our individual locales, our lives become elevated into 

the realm of art. In the virtual realm, we traverse intimacy and distance, materiality and 

immateriality. With the uncanny multidimensionality of the virtual aura comes a new sense 

of spirituality as the medium of watercolor invites a metamorphosis: an intermingling of 

pasts and presents, time and space, art and life, reality and surreality. It is a miracle of 

materiality that we could thus ‘gather’ in a virtual space to create artistic communion, 

scattered though our physical embodiments may be. And the protracted time of a summer 

spent in confinement lends us the “space,” so to speak, to broaden our artistic horizons, to 

transfigure ourselves and our lives through art.  

Practice 

Having learned color theory, on the second day of class, we begin to practice various 

brushstroke techniques: wash, glaze, bloom. In a ‘wash,’ we paint one color into a box; in a 

“glaze,” we add water to dilute the color; in a “bloom,” we overlay a second color onto the 

first as the colors intermingle. 

“Dab the paint with a paper towel so that the colors bloom into each other,” our 

teacher suggests.  

And so the blue spots bloom into the red background, intermingling to create shades 

of purple at the fluid boundaries between the hues. As I parse the word “watercolor,” I 

discover that color is rendered mutable by water. Muted or intensified, sharpened or 

blurred, etched or effaced, colors disrupt, collide with, or harmonize with one another. I 

begin to conjure images of us in the class as intermingling colors, as our profiles project our 

presences, which fuse into each other as the material extends into the virtual, as the private 
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spaces of our living and dining rooms are transposed into the classroom space. Beyond 

chromatic complexity, the evanescent entanglement of tint, hue, shade, and texture mirrors 

the fluid intermixing of selves and others.  

Sound punctures silence as we scrawl into our notebooks, ask questions, laugh, or 

sigh with relief. Images of our countenances and our compositions emerge and dissipate as 

we flicker in and out of being with the movement of light and shadow. Images of tables and 

bookshelves and kitchens coalesce into a constellation of chromatic complexities. Time 

fuses with space, private blends with public, the virtual extending and abstracting the 

physical, separation evolves into enjoining, blurring the sharp edges that separate presence 

and absence, ennui and vitality, work and play. When time stands still, spaces expand: in 

their mutual influence, art and life encompass a liminal state of flowing and seeping into 

gaps and fissures, an organic movement within stillness, a shift from normality into alterity. 

As we inhabit partial presences, altered absences, space slips into itself as one watercolor 

blends into another, as images are refracted through the lens of a screen, as our lives spill 

over the edge of the canvas, fusing into another’s space as others’ spaces fuse with our own. 

In the trespassing of boundaries, the dismantling of binaries, the resisting of closure, art 

invites an ongoing experimentation, an intermingling of elements imaginary and real. 

This summer is one of collective pause, as we gather our breath in isolated spaces, 

as we hover in a state of uncertainty, as precarity becomes perpetuity. Yet in inhabiting a 

space of artistic creation, we are at once apart from and a part of the world, in a 

simultaneity of being and nonbeing, movement and stasis, agency and passivity. We 

actively create a flow of colors, yet we sit still; we are entangled with yet separate from one 

another. This simultaneity can be seen in the material process of watercolor and in 
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ourselves. In our precarious positions poised at the precipice betwixt pasts and presents 

and futures, we inhabit liminal spaces in which color transmutes into color, life engenders 

yet more life. For it is in the mingling of elements that we undergo metamorphosis—as the 

mundane transforms into the sublime, as the material transmutes into the spiritual. This 

blurring of boundaries—a metamorphosis of form and function, reality and 

representation—can create wondrous syntheses bursting with luminous colors that 

intertwine and inspire, coalesce and connect, traverse and transfigure. 

Contemplation 

On the third day of class, we begin painting a landscape (based on a photograph of a 

landscape, so that we are creating an image of an image of an image): a mountain covered 

with grassy surfaces, a flowing stream dotted with stones, a sun peeking out through a 

vibrant array of purplish clouds. Our teacher instructs us to begin with the lighter colors—

the yellows and light vermilions, before imbuing these translucent tints with layers of 

darker tones—azures, magentas. In painting layers of violet- and rose-colored skies over 

the setting golden sun, I discover that watercolor is translucent in its intricate interplay of 

surfaces and depths, exposing layers beneath. 

As colors seep through the layers of the painting, my mind seeps into the spaces of 

memory. From the visible elements of the artistic medium arise the invisible: from the 

gaps, fissures, and crevices emerge what is unwritten, unseen, unheard, in the spaces 

between the seams. As material fragments float from the depths toward a seeming surface, 

the consciousness dips into deeper waters even as the brush dips into the palette, crossing 

the threshold between the imagined and the real. Even as the water dissipates, insights 

emerge: the process of painting conjures glimpses of sensory experience. In the first 
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glimmers of awakening, I was drawn as a child to drawing and painting, to transmuting the 

imagination into images upon a canvas. Painting is primordial, preceding the language with 

which we speak and write ourselves into existence. As the visual conjures the verbal, I 

recall my first fragments of writing, which arose from a poem that I wrote into my journal 

when I was seven. In the poem, I described a bird: “It flies around and around, but I don’t 

know why. I like the sky.” In the margins, I drew birds flying, as it was an image that 

sparked my imagination, that inspired me to write, to wonder, to create. In casting a 

backward glance, I come to realize that this was perhaps the first instance when I drew a 

connection between writing and drawing, between verbal and visual expression. 

As twin arts, writing is interwoven with painting, and as I grew older, my medium of 

expression morphed from the brush to the pen. Through art in its verbal and visual forms, I 

seek to instantiate the images of the imagination, to evoke its finer intricacies, to convey its 

depths and hues and shades, to intimate its shapes and forms, to render the impressions 

formed from recollection, to illustrate the rises and falls of the consciousness, to trace the 

weaving and unweaving of thought and feeling within the unfolding tapestries of life and 

art. 

Communion 

Brushstroke by brushstroke, we create our landscape paintings. When our teacher 

invites us to share our paintings, we each turn our cameras to reveal images of images, 

pixelated yet disparate in our visions.  

“I can share,” someone says. Her painting shows the soft, surreal pastel shades of the 

sky, the muted contours of the mountain in its midst. She narrates the journey from which 

these impressionistic interpretations arose. 
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“I like the colors you have chosen,” the teacher responds. 

“Here is mine,” someone else offers, revealing brilliant crimsons and maroons that 

coalesce into a vibrant sunset atop the hills—a different rendering of a similar scene. 

Peering into the camera, I could glimpse into the images of others’ paintings—

images unraveling into infinite mirrors. Our original inspiration is the same, yet our 

individual creations illustrate or reflect some unique, idiosyncratic facet of the soul, a 

semblance of the spirit that is partially concealed by the shadows of the screen. Startlingly, 

our landscapes illuminate our internal landscapes—the lightness and heaviness of our 

spirits, in the evocative tints and tones that emanate from the page. I ponder the origins of 

the word ‘transfigure,’ as the figures we are tasked with painting—photographs that are 

themselves representations of reality—transcend their frames, spilling beyond the camera 

lens and into our minds, shapeshifting into nascent forms that we render visible with a 

brush. In the process of artistic creation, figures become transfigured as an image of a 

landscape inspires a kaleidoscope of interpretive possibilities, which in turn reflect our 

interior states of being and becoming. In turn, we ourselves become transfigured by the 

process of reflection and revelation. As we take turns raising our paintings to the camera 

and sharing the processes from which the pieces arose, distinctive visions emerge from the 

cacophony of our creative constellations. One by one, distances dissolve as color, 

transformed by water, creates communion. 
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